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BEHAVIORAL LAW AND ECONOMICS: A CRITIQUE

By Richard A. Posner*

Abstract

There is increasing interest in the use of the branch of cognitive psy-
chology usually called "behavioral decision theory" to modify neoclassi-
cal economic analysis of law, heretofore the dominant methodology of
economic analysis of law. This paper, while acknowledging the fruitful
insights generated by the behavioralist literature, emphasizes the weak-
nesses of the literature, which include a tendency to caricature the rational
model of human behavior and by doing so to overlook the considerable
extent to which the insights claimed by behavioralists are already a part of
the rational-choice version of economic analysis of law; a puzzling and
unexplained refusal to seek theoretical grounding for behavioralism in
evolutionary biology; a neglect of methodological problems that afflict the
empirical side of behavioralism; and an exaggerated claim to have contrib-
uted substantially as yet to understanding and improving the law.

Introduction: Rational Choice

Economists, lawyers, and psychologists are endeavoring to use the in-
sights of cognitive psychology (more specifically of that branch of cogni-
tive psychology usually referred to as "behavioral decision theory") to
refine, or in some versions to refute, economic analysis of law, which these
analysts believe to be handicapped by its commitment to the assumption
that people are rational.1 This emerging field of "behavioral law and eco-
nomics" (or "law and psychology," as Rachlinski terms it2) has a number
of useful insights, some of which I have employed in my own academic
work.3 But the field as constituted at present has major weaknesses, and it
is those that I shall emphasize in this paper. They include a tendency to
caricature the rational model of human behavior and by doing so to over-
look the considerable extent to which the theses of behavioral law and
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helpful comments.
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economics are already a part of the rational-choice version of economic
analysis of law; a puzzling and unexplained refusal to seek theoretical
grounding for behavioralism in evolutionary biology; a neglect of method-
ological problems that afflict the empirical side of behavioralism;4 and an
exaggerated claim for the implications behavioralism for understanding
and reforming law. My title may seem a bit misleading, since the focus of
the paper is less on the application of economics to law than on the internal
weaknesses, as it were, of behavioralism; but this is the right focus because
as yet the applications of behavioralism to legal issues have been limited
and often rather vague; specific reform proposals have been few, and have
primarily to do with how issues are best presented to juries, how risks to
health or safety are most informatively disclosed and compared, and how
workers are likely to respond to regulations of the labor market. I shall
touch on a few of these proposals, but the touch will be light.

To take the first point of criticism first: economic analysis of law, with-
out abandoning its commitment to the rational model of human behavior,
has abandoned the model of hyperrational, emotionless, unsocial, supremely
egoistic, omniscient, utterly selfish, nonstrategic man (or woman), operat-
ing in conditions of costless information acquisition and processing, that
cognitive psychologists rightly deride as unrealistic, and, more important,
that is deficient in explanatory and predictive power with regard to a
number of the phenomena in which economists and economically minded
lawyers are interested. The availability heuristic is one of the principal
discoveries of the beha, ioralists, yet it is consistent with rationality once
one acknowledges that imaginative reconstruction requires more "effort"
(that is, cost) than immediate perception; in other words, once thinking is
understood to be a costly activity. For example, the argument for allowing
the prosecution in a capital case to place "victim impact" statements before
the jury is that without them jurors would have to exert extra effort to
imagine the victim's suffering in order to counterbalance the impact of the
immediate perception of the suffering defendant, pleading for his life. The
assumption that thinking is costly will play a key role in the analysis that
follows, in which I show that much of the behavioral critique of rational
choice rests on a too-narrow conception of the rational-choice model. This
in fact is my most fundamental criticism of behavioralism.

It may be objected that the question whether to allow victim-impact
statements is really no different from the question whether a restaurant
should be allowed to serve lobster without forcing customers to view the
living lobster, the "victim." Analytically they are quite similar questions;
they are both about the stopping point in providing people with the history
of the "product" that they are being asked to buy. But there is no reason
why they have to be answered the same way. Regard for human and for



crustacean life differs; yet one can imagine animal rights insisting, as a
way station to compulsory vegetarianism, that people who eat meat be
forced to watch the animal killed.

Behavioral Law and Economics: A Taxonomy

Following the taxonomy in an article by Jolls, Sunstein, and Thaler,51
shall discuss the fundamental theses of behavioral law and economics
under the following rubrics: "bounded rationality," "bounded willpower,"
and "bounded self-interest."

Bounded rationality asserts that people have cognitive quirks that pre-
vent them from processing information rationally. These include the al-
ready-mentioned availability heuristic, overoptimism, the sunk-cost fal-
lacy, loss aversion, and framing effects. There is much evidence for the
existence of these quirks, but because most of it consists of experiments
with students or of responses to surveys, it is unclear to what extent the
quirks are due to serious, stubborn obstacles to rational action; to what
extent they are due merely to the operation of mental shortcuts in settings
in which the optimal investment in thought is low because so little turns on
thinking through the problem posed by the experiment or survey; and to
what extent—as seems to me the most plausible explanation—they are due
to the artificiality of the experimental settings that have furnished the bulk
of the evidence for the cognitive quirks, a point to which I return later in
this paper.

One important distinction that behavioralists typically fail to make is
between impediments to clear instrumental reasoning and preferences that
enlightened observers may think silly. A person might eat a lobster con-
tentedly if he doesn't see it when it's alive, but if asked to pick it out of a
lobster tank he might well lose his appetite for it. Has his mind been fogged
by the availability heuristic? That is one possibility but another is that he
has different preferences for two different goods: one a lobster seen only
after being cooked and the other a lobster seen before, in his living state, as
well as after. These are different goods in the same way that a good that
comes in pretty wrapping paper is different from one that comes in a brown
paper bag. There is no basis for pronouncing a difference in preferences
with regard to such pairs of goods irrational (although ethical criticism
may be possible, as animal-rights advocates remind us) or for dismissing
the difference as a product of "emotion." When people react with fright to
a horror film, we might be tempted to say that they are being irrational,
because the movie is make-believe. But preferences cannot be divorced
from emotion, or emotion from their stimuli, and so instrumental reason-
ing cannot be thought pervaded by irrationality merely because the goal to
which such reasoning is instrumental may be a preference that we would



not have if we were not emotional beings. The way to distinguish a real
cognitive quirk from an emotion-driven preference is to ask whether if you
point out to a person the "irrationality" of his action he either will change it
or at least will admit that he's being irrational. Obviously it would do
nothing to a liking for horror movies to point out that they are make-
believe; the people who watch them know that already.

Even the fact that human beings are not always rational need not seri-
ously undermine rational-choice economics. Many people have an irratio-
nal fear of flying. We know that it is an irrational fear rather than just an
aversion that we may not share because the people who harbor it acknowl-
edge that it is irrational and often (if they have the time and money) will
seek therapy to "cure" them of their fear. For they know that the surface-
transportation alternatives are more dangerous and they want above all to
avoid being killed, yet they choose the more dangerous mode (and not
because it's cheaper). Their regret, embarrassment, and annoyance with
themselves confirm their case as one of genuine irrationality and thus
distinguishes it from the case of the people who like horror movies. But
their irrationality does not cast a cloud over the economic analysis of
transportation, although it may show why pecuniary and time costs, and
accident rates, may not explain the entire difference between the demand
for air transportation and the demand for its substitutes. Most of the usual
predictions that economists make about behavior will go through: a fall in
the price of air transportation will result in an increase in demand, as will a
rise in the price of a substitute or a fall in the price of a complement. A
preference can be taken as a given, and economic analysis proceed as
usual, even if the preference is irrational.

Another example is the market price of residential real estate adjacent to
a funeral parlor. Because people don't like to be reminded of death, the
proximity of the funeral parlor is likely to depress that price. It is an
example of the availability heuristic at work. Yet the usual predictions of
economics will go through, such as that if the local public schools im-
prove, the market price of the residential real estate will increase notwith-
standing its proximity to the funeral parlor.

Voting, long used by critics of rational-choice economics as a prime
example of irrational behavior, can be analyzed similarly. It is indeed true
that when viewed as an instrumental act voting in a political election is
irrational, because it costs something (chiefly time) to vote yet there is no
offsetting benefit to the individual voter because no such elections are ever
decided by one vote. But, treating the desire to vote as a given, in much the
same way that other expressive behavior (for example, applauding at a
concert or other public performance) is normally treated in economics as a



given rather than something the economist is obliged to explain, the econo-
mist can answer important questions about voting behavior. These ques-
tions include why the old vote more than the young, why retired people
vote more than unemployed people (even though both groups might seem
to have low costs of time), and why turnout is greater in a close election.6

Turnout is greater in a close election not because one's vote is more likely
to make a difference—even close elections are not decided by one vote—
but because the costs of information are lower the more publicity an elec-
toral contest generates, and close elections generate more publicity than
one-sided ones, not only because a close race is more exciting but also
because candidates will tend to spend more the closer the race; the mar-
ginal benefit of campaign expenditures is greater. The effect of increased
campaign expenditures on turnout is similar to that of increased advertis-
ing expenditures on the sales of a product. Although increased advertising
may to a great extent merely alter the market shares of the different brands
of the product, there is likely to be at least some effect on the overall
demand for the product.

Bounded willpower, the second category of alleged departures from
rationality, is essentially just a relabeling of weakness of will. Most of us
have experienced the sensation of being torn between two selves—a "good"
self that has our long-run welfare in mind and a "bad," short-sighted self—
and of the "bad" self winning unless strenuous efforts are made to thwart it.
Hyperbolic discounting is said to illustrate the operation of weakness of
will, although it can equally well be understood in terms of information
costs. A hyperbolic discounter increases his discount rate as the costs or
benefits that he is discounting become more imminent. For example, if you
asked me whether I would rather have $1,000 in the year 2010 or $800 in
the year 2009, I would almost certainly say $1,000 in 2010. But if you
asked me whether I would rather have $800 today or $1,000 a year from
now, I might very well say $800 now. And this would mark me as a
hyperbolic discounter. But the reason for the different reactions may sim-
ply be that I lack a clear conception of my consumption needs a decade and
more hence; the reason may, in other words, be the imagination cost that I
mentioned earlier. I cannot imagine what might make me pay in effect a
huge interest rate to reallocate consumption from 2010 to 2009. The fact
that knowledge and imagination are "bounded" just shows, what no ratio-
nal-choice economist doubts, that information costs are positive. Simi-
larly, when Adam Hirsch in an interesting recent paper argues that the
judicial policy of adhering to precedent is a response to bounded rational-
ity,7 one is inclined to respond that it is equivalently an argument about
information costs.

The "imagination cost" interpretation of hyperbolic discounting is
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strengthened by taking a closer look at the difference between hyperbolic
and the normal, "rational" exponential discounting. When the period over
which some future cost or value is being discounted is short, hyperbolic
discounting produces a higher discount rate than exponential. But when it
is long, the reverse is true because of the explosive effect of exponential
expansions. This makes good sense in terms of imagination cost. It will
usually be rational in the narrow sense to prefer $ 1.10 in a year to $ 1 today;
but it does not follow that the same person asked to choose between $1 in
10 years and $2 in 20 years would choose the $1, even though with expo-
nential discounting at 10 percent $1 after 10 years is worth a great deal
more than $2 after 20 years. But it would take a great exertion of the
imagination to imagine what difference it would make to the individual's
welfare to have an extra dollar in 10 years versus an extra two dollars in 20
years.

Yet no one can doubt that there is such a thing as weakness of will, even
if hyperbolic discounting is not a good example of it. But unlike many of
the cognitive quirks that go to make up "bounded rationality," it can be
analyzed within the framework of rational-choice theory—easily when we
are torn between alternative courses of action because of uncertainty, less
easily when there is no uncertainty, as in the case of refusing to keep
chocolate in the house because of doubt of one's being able to overcome
temptation. In this example there is no deficiency of information or of
reasoning; everything is understood but the individual is incapable of mak-
ing the "correct" choice. Explaining this second type of behavior in ratio-
nal-choice terms is still possible, but may require abandoning a tacit as-
sumption of most economic analysis—that the self is a unity—in favor of a
conception of the person as a locus of different selves. All the selves are
rational but they have—rationally—inconsistent preferences. Examples
are a young self versus an old self, with the former unwilling to save
money so that the latter can enjoy a high level of consumption; a pre-
accident self unwilling to spend heavily on accident insurance versus a
post-accident self that would have liked the pre-accident self to buy a lot of
accident insurance; and in the case of the chocolate, a present-oriented self
that lives for the moment and a future-oriented self.8 (The last example is
related to the first.) The assumption of a unitary self is not inherent in the
concept of rationality used in economics; it is merely a convenient assump-
tion in most situations that economists analyze. When a person takes an
action to prevent himself from yielding to temptation, the concept of the
individual as a locus of sometimes warring factions becomes the most
natural way of modeling the behavior. The movement from analyzing the
individual as one self to analyzing him as a locus of multiple selves can be
analogized to the movement from treating the business firm as a "black



box" to analyzing the relations among the people involved in the firm, such
as managers and shareholders, who may have conflicting interests.

As in this example, behavioral economists tend to give up on rational-
choice economics too soon.9 Another example is hindsight bias: "when
someone is asked to estimate the probability of some event before it occurs
and then asked later what the prior estimate was," he is likely to indicate
that his ex ante estimate was higher than it actually was.10 Paul Rubin,
whom I'm quoting, does not regard this phenomenon as the result of some
inexplicable quirk, but instead as explicable in terms of the costs of pro-
cessing information: "When asked for the ex ante estimate, most people
cannot recall it, and so go through the same calculation process that was
used to provide the original estimate. However, because we routinely up-
date information as new data become available, when we perform the
calculation, we get a bias because we automatically use the new data in the
analysis. The costs of any hindsight bias are less than would be the costs of
increased memory capacity to avoid this problem."11 Hindsight bias is a
well-attested phenomenon, one that we should worry about when for ex-
ample a jury is asked to decide whether the injury giving rise to a negli-
gence case was foreseeable (probable) before it happened.12 But as Rubin
shows, we need not give up on rational-choice economics in order to
acknowledge its existence and importance.

Here is another example of giving up too soon on rational-choice eco-
nomics: Matthew Rabin writes that "a nominal wage increase of 5 percent
in a period of 12 percent inflation offends people's sense of fairness less
than a 7 percent decrease in a time of no inflation."13 People know that not
all wages will increase by the rate of inflation—inflation spells economic
trouble; only with perfect indexing would real wages remain unaffected by
it. So the failure of one's wage to rise by the rate of inflation need not
imply that one's employer is critical of one's work. But a sharp wage cut
out of the blue is often a signal of dissatisfaction with an employee's work,
and so engenders anxiety or resentment.

There is an even simpler and more fundamental explanation for the
different responses to the two methods of reducing a worker's real wage,
and again it has nothing to do with "fairness" or even with the endowment
effect (preferring what you have just because it is yours). Even when a
worker does not have an employment contract that fixes his wage at a
definite amount, it will generally be the implicit understanding between
him and his employer that if his work is satisfactory and the demand for the
employer's product stable or growing, his wages will not be reduced.
There is no similar expectation that his wages will grow in lockstep with
any increase in inflation. That just is not part of the implicit bargain, and so



there is no breach of an implied understanding if, in a period of inflation,
wages do not rise commensurately. If a worker wants his wages indexed to
inflation, he will have to negotiate specifically for that. A similar explana-
tion is available for a related reaction that behavioralists in my view unnec-
essarily attribute to the endowment effect—the greater disappointment at
having one's wage cut than at not receiving as large a bonus as one did last
year, even if the two cuts are identical in magnitude. An employer awards
a bonus rather than an increase in wages because he wants the employee to
understand that he is not committing himself, even tentatively, to continu-
ing to pay the higher income in future years. Stated differently, the em-
ployer increases the wage rather than the bonus when he wants to signal a
high probability that the employee's income will continue at that level, and
he raises the bonus instead when he wants to signal a lower probability of
such a continuation. The difference in signals is helpful to the employee in
planning his expenditures, since we know from studies of the consumption
function that people tend to save a higher fraction of their transient than
their permanent income.

And here is a simpler example of giving up to soon on rationality.
Behavioral experiments reveal that most people would rather a rare disease
be eliminated entirely than that the incidence of a more common disease be
reduced even if the reduction would provide a somewhat greater benefit in
overall health. Thus, if there were two equally serious diseases, one with a
1 percent incidence and the other with a 2 percent incidence, and the choice
was between wiping out the first disease altogether and reducing the inci-
dence of the other to .5 percent, apparently most people would prefer the
former. But this would probably make economic sense, because by elimi-
nating a disease entirely (such as smallpox or polio), the medical profes-
sion and the general population would completely eliminate the costs of
prevention, treatment, and training. To the extent that these are fixed costs,
rather than costs that vary with the incidence of the disease, the cost sav-
ings might well exceed those that would be generated by a greater reduc-
tion, but not to zero, in the incidence of the more common disease.

But I have strayed from "bounded willpower" and let me come back to
it. Self-destructive behavior, such as drug addiction and unsafe sex, may
seem dramatically to illustrate weakness of will. Not necessarily. It is
important to distinguish between ex ante and ex post choices. Ex post, the
addict may be incapable of resisting a craving for the addictive substance
even if he "knows" that it is bad for him to give in to the craving. Ex ante,
however, his choice to become addicted (or, more realistically, to risk
becoming addicted) need not bespeak any weakness of will; it is just the
opposite of self-binding behavior, such as not keeping chocolate in the
house, knowing that one would could not resist eating it. The rational
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would-be addict merely figures in the downside of addiction as one of the
costs of becoming addicted; the costs may nevertheless be outweighed by
the perceived benefits. If addicts are rational, the long-run price elasticity
of addictive goods should be high, rather than low as conventionally be-
lieved, because the rational addict expects his consumption of the addic-
tive good to increase over time and so an increase in the price of such a
good (if the increase is expected to be long term) will have a greater long-
term effect on his expenses than the same increase in the price of a nonad-
dictive good would have.14 Or consider the hypothesis that the AIDS epi-
demic will cause an increase in the rate of unwanted pregnancies by induc-
ing a rational substitution of condoms—which are good prophylactics
against disease but mediocre contraceptives—for the pill, which is an
excellent contraceptive but no prophylactic. To the extent this hypothesis
is supported,15 it suggests that highly emotional, frequently impulsive be-
havior, such as sexual intercourse, may nevertheless be quite rational.

Behavioral economists like to cite Gary Becker's demonstration that
random choice in a situation of scarcity will generate a downward-sloping
demand curve.16 From this it might seem to follow that the Law of De-
mand, probably the most robust hypothesis in economics, cannot be used
to support the rational model of behavior. Becker's argument is that con-
sumers have limited budgets, and so on average, even if their purchasing
decisions are made randomly, they will purchase less of a pricier good
because a fixed amount of money will not buy as much of it. He did not
suggest that most consumers are irrational, however, or that well-attested
economic phenomena other than the downward-sloping market demand
curve, such as the tendency of the prices of the same good to be equalized,
could be explained without assuming rationality. Buyers do not in fact
choose randomly. Rationality is the only reasonable explanation for their
reactions to changes in relative prices.

Randomness actually helps explain why rational-choice economics can
explain so much behavior. Most questions that economists ask concern
aggregate rather than individual behavior, for example the effect on the
quantity purchased of cigarettes of an increase in the cigarette excise tax,
not the effect of the tax increase on Mr. Cigarette Smoker A or Ms. Ciga-
rette Smoker B. Suppose the cigarette tax is increased by 2 percent and
rational smokers respond by reducing their purchases of cigarettes by an
average of 1 percent, while the irrational ones respond randomly—some
reduce their purchases by 50 percent, some actually increase their pur-
chases, and so on. If the distribution of these random behaviors has the
same mean as the rational smokers' reaction to the tax, the effect of the tax
on the quantity demanded of cigarettes will be identical to what it would be
if all cigarette consumers were rational. This is true no matter what fraction



of cigarette consumers is irrational, so long as not all are.

"So long as not all are...." This qualification brings to the fore an
important point made by Mitchell in his criticism of the empirical method-
ology of the behavioralists.17 He points out that most tests of behavioral
hypotheses are "between subject" rather than "within subject" in design.
That is, rather than inquiring whether a given individual is rational, the
experimenter seeks to determine what percentage of individuals in the
study group failed to give the rationally correct answers to the test ques-
tions. The fact that that percentage is greater than zero does not show that
all of us are afflicted with serious cognitive biases, and is consistent with a
socio-economic system in which people are sorted into different activities
in such a way as to minimize the bad effects of cognitive biases.

Sorting casts a shadow on the experiments that provide the principal
basis for the behavioralists' thesis that rational-choice economics fails to
explain as much human behavior as rational-choice economists think it
does. The experimental subjects are normally a random draw from a rela-
tively heterogeneous population; but people are not randomly sorted to
jobs and other activities.18 Experiments in how well people handle prob-
abilities are not conducted on future actuaries, statisticians, or
econometricians, but on student or other groups containing a fair share of
individuals who have "math block" or who in any event are not very adept
at handling mathematical concepts. Maybe only 1 percent of the test group
is good at math, in which event the results of the test will be taken as strong
evidence against the rational-choice model—yet it is from that 1 percent
that the future actuaries, etc. will be drawn, and there is no basis for
thinking that their behavior will be deformed by cognitive quirks and as a
result that insurance markets will behave irrationally. Similarly, people
who are unusually "fair" will avoid (or, again, be forced out of) rough-
house activities—including highly competitive businesses, trial lawyering,
and the academic rat race. Hyperbolic discounters will tend to avoid the
financial-services industry.

This is the glass-half-empty/glass-half-full phenomenon (itself a "fram-
ing" effect that should interest behavioralists). An experimental study that
finds that a third of the subjects achieve results close to the economic
optimum, another third do pretty well, and the remaining third are con-
fused19 is really quite reassuring; for a third of the population is probably
ample to furnish society's needs for people able to calculate rationally.

Selection20 will not work perfectly, but it will drive a wedge between
experimental and real-world consequences of irrationality. It would be
interesting, therefore, to compare the subsequent career paths, and earn-
ings, of students who score high in rationality in experiments conducted by
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behavioral economists with those who score low.

Bounded self-interest refers to the fact that people sometimes act out of
motives (termed in the behavioral literature "fairness") that do not seem
explicable by self-interest even in the sense, which is now conventional in
rational-choice economics, in which an altruistic act is self-interested. If an
increase in A's utility will increase 5's utility, this means that B is altruistic
toward A and it may therefore be in Z?'s self-interest to transfer resources to
A. This is different from a situation in which a person will do something for
other people—or against other people—because he thinks it the fair thing
to do. Acting out of duty (or out of gratitude21) is not the same thing as
acting out of altruism, because it is not motivated by sympathy or antipathy
for the object of the act.

As an aside, I note that lumping fairness in with cognitive quirks and
weakness of will suggests that behavioral economics is merely the nega-
tive of rational-choice economics—the residuum of social phenomena un-
explained by it. The fact, if it is a fact, that "fairness" is important to some
people some of the time has nothing to do with the fact that people have
difficulty processing some types of information (bounded rationality) and
subordinating short-run to long-run interests (weakness of will). Those are
disabilities or insufficiencies; acting in accordance with notions of fairness
is a strength. The cognitive quirks belong to cognitive psychology, weak-
ness of will to the psychology of neurosis and other abnormalities, and
fairness to moral philosophy or moral psychology.

Behavioral Man: An Undertheorization

The picture that emerges from the three assumptions that I am taking to
define the behavioralist approach is of a person who has trouble thinking
straight or taking care for the future but who at the same time is actuated by
a concern with being fair to other people, including complete strangers.
This may be a psychologically realistic picture of the average person,22 and
it responds to the familiar complaint that "economic man" is unrecogniz-
able in real life. But quite apart from the fallacy of supposing that every-
body is average and thus neglecting selection effects, the behavioralist
preoccupation with descriptive accuracy gives too short shrift to the point
that in theory-making descriptive accuracy is purchased at the price of
sacrificing predictive power. The rational-choice economist asks what "ra-
tional man" would do in a given situation.23 Usually the answer is pretty
clear and can be compared with actual behavior to see whether the predic-
tion is confirmed. Sometimes it is not confirmed—and so we have behav-
ioral economics. But it is profoundly unclear what "behavioral man" would
do in any given situation. A compound of rational and nonrational capaci-
ties and impulses, he might do anything. Behavioralists have neither a
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causal account of behavioral man nor a model of his decisional structure.
The result is a host of unanswered questions. Do cognitive quirks diminish
as the costs of yielding to them rise? If so, why? Does weakness of will
vary across people, and, again, if so why? Do behavioralists believe that
their own analysis is marred by cognitive quirks or weakness of will, or
actuated by a sense of fairness, or of resentment at being treated unfairly?
If not, why not? And are the quirks curable? Is weakness of will curable?

These questions are made both urgent and mysterious by the
undertheorization of behavioral economics. It is undertheorized because of
its residual, and in consequence purely empirical, character. Behavioral
economics is defined by its subject rather than by its method and its subject
is merely the set of phenomena that the most elementary, stripped-down
rational-choice models do not explain. It would not be surprising if many
of these phenomena turned out to be unrelated to each other, just as the set
of things that are not edible by man include stones, toadstools, thunder-
claps, and the Pythagorean theorem. Describing, specifying, and classify-
ing the empirical failures of a theory is a valid and important scholarly
activity. But it is not an alternative theory.

Granted that it is easy to formulate a theory that will explain, in the
sense of subsume, all observations within its domain, however anomalous
they are from another theoretical standpoint; the trick is simply to relax
whatever assumptions in the other theory made some of the observations
anomalous. The rotation of the moons of Jupiter was anomalous in medi-
eval cosmology because each planet (other than the earth, which was not
considered a planet, but instead the center around which the planets re-
volved) was thought to be fastened to a crystalline sphere, with which the
moons would have collided in their rotation. The anomaly could be dis-
pelled by assuming either that the sphere was permeable or that the tele-
scopic observations that had disclosed the rotation of Jupiter's moons were
a deceit by the devil. Whichever route was taken, the amended theory
would not generate any predictions about planetary satellites; all it would
predict was that whatever would be, would be.

Similarly, if rational-choice theory bumps up against some example of
irrational behavior, the example can be accommodated by changing the
theory to allow for irrational behavior, in other words, by substituting
behavioralism for rationality. But there is no greater gain in predictive
power than in the cosmology example; in both cases, in fact, there is a loss.
If a theory is so vague or elastic that it cannot be falsified, neither it nor its
predictions can be validated; everything that happens is by definition con-
sistent with the theory. When people act rationally, the behavioralists do
not treat this as contradicting the assumption of bounded willpower. When
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people resist temptations, thus demonstrating strength of will, this is not
treated as contradicting the assumption of bounded willpower. And when
they act selfishly, this is not thought to contradict the assumption of bounded
self-interest. If people became more rational, this would be attributed to
their having learned the lessons of behavioral economics, and so would
operate to confirm rather than refute it. So the question arises, what if any
observation would falsify the theory? If none, there is no theory but merely
a set of challenges to the theory-builders, who in the relevant instances are
rational-choice economists and—as I am about to argue—evolutionary
biologists.

Behavioral Phenomena Theorized; Herein of Evolutionary Theory

"Fairness" is the vaguest word in the language. Most of morality, in-
cluding all of welfare economics, could be subsumed under it.24 What
behavioralists are particularly interested in is the sense of fairness that,
they argue, frequently causes people to act against their self-interest as
ordinarily conceived. I believe that to a great extent this sense of fairness
can be made precise, and explained, and subsumed under a broad concep-
tion of rationality, with the aid of the evolutionary biology of positive and
negative altruism. The behavioralists' lack of interest in, and indeed hostil-
ity to, evolutionary theory25 is an example of their lack of theoretical
ambition. But it is more. Most though by no means all behavioralists are
political liberals. The use of evolutionary theory to explain human social
rather than merely physical traits, the use that goes by the name "sociobiol-
ogy" (recently renamed by its proponents "evolutionary ecology" because
of the negative connotations that "sociobiology" had acquired among the
politically correct), is anathema to liberals26—as, indeed, is economics;
and much of "behavioral economics" is really anti-economics. Political
bias is especially conspicuous in the neglect by behavioralists of ven-
geance, though it is the best attested example of the "fairness" instinct.
Liberals do not like vengeance and prefer to think that our instinct for
fairness is dominated by altruistic concerns that might provide a founda-
tion for organizing society along socialist or collectivist rather than free-
market lines.

Evolutionary biology sees altruism as a trait that promotes inclusive
fitness, defined as maximizing the number of copies of one's genes by
maximizing the number of creatures carrying them weighted by the close-
ness of the relation.27 The inclusive fitness of a social animal like man is
greatly enhanced by his having a proclivity to help his relatives, and so it is
plausible to suppose that this proclivity evolved as an adaptive mecha-
nism.28 In the prehistoric epoch in which our instinctual preferences were
formed, people lived in tiny, isolated bands. Most members of one's com-
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munity would have been either one's relatives, or nonrelatives having very
close affective ties to one (such as one's mate and his or her family), or at
least having very frequent—indeed virtually continuous—face-to-face deal-
ings with one. In these circumstances it would not have been essential to
have an innate capacity to discriminate between relatives and other inti-
mates, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, those people—call them
"strangers"—with whom one did not have repeated face-to-face interac-
tions.29

Conditions today are different. We interact a great deal with strangers.
But our instincts are easily fooled when confronted with conditions to
which human beings never had a chance to adapt biologically. That is why
a pornographic move can arouse a person sexually or a violent one frighten
an audience, why people can love an adopted infant as much as they would
their own biological child, why people are more frightened of spiders than
of cars and of airplanes than of far more dangerous terrestrial forms of
transportation, and why men do not clamor to be allowed to donate to
sperm banks. It may explain "loss aversion," which "means that we dislike
losses much more than we like gains—about twice as much." Rubin, whom
I am quoting again, explains that in the ancestral environment people lived
at the subsistence level, so that even modest fair gambles would have
asymmetric effects: starvation if one lost, a moderate increase in fitness if
one won.30 Voting, giving to charities, and refraining from littering, in
circumstances in which there is neither visible reward for these coopera-
tive behaviors nor visible sanctions for defection, may illustrate an instinc-
tual, and as it were biologically mistaken, generalization of cooperation
from small-group interactions, in which altruism is rewarded (hence recip-
rocal) and failures to reciprocate punished, to large-group interactions in
which the prospects of reward and punishment are so slight that coopera-
tion ceases to be rational.31

Negative altruism is illustrated by the indignation that we feel when
someone infringes our rights. The extreme expression of this emotion is
the passion for revenge. This may seem the antithesis of rational thinking,
because it flouts the economist's commandment to ignore sunk costs, to let
bygones be bygones. Not that it is irrational to threaten retaliation in order
to deter aggression; but if the threat fails to deter, carrying out the threat
will often be irrational. No matter how much harm you do to the aggressor
in return for what he has done to you, the harm that you have suffered will
not be annulled. Whatever dangers or other burdens you assume in order to
retaliate will merely increase the cost to you of the initial aggression. But if
retaliation is futile for rational man, this will make the aggressor all the
more likely to attack not the average man but—rational man. The aggres-
sor will know that rational man treats bygones as bygones (or as econo-
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mists say, ignore sunk costs) and is therefore less likely to retaliate than a
less rational person. This calculation will lower the anticipated costs of
committing aggression.

What was needed for deterrence and hence survival in a human society
before there were any formal legal or political institutions, and thus before
it was possible to make a legally enforceable commitment to retaliate
against an aggressor, was an instinctual commitment to retaliate. People
who were endowed with an instinct to retaliate would have tended to be
more successful in the struggle for survival than others. Sometimes retali-
ation ends in disaster; but inability to make a credible threat to retaliate
renders a person virtually defenseless in a prelegal, prepolitical society.
The desire to take revenge for real or imagined injuries—without calculat-
ing the net benefits of revenge at the time it is taken, because such calcula-
tion would, as I have suggested, reduce the credibility of the threat to
retaliate and so would invite aggression that would in turn reduce a person's
inclusive fitness—may therefore have become a part of the human genetic
makeup.

I have contrasted rational man with vengeful man, but the contrast is
superficial. The real contrast is between ex post and ex ante rationality.
Having an unshakable commitment to retaliate may be ex ante rational by
lowering the risk of being a victim of aggression, even though, if the risk
materializes, acting on the commitment will then (that is, ex post) become
irrational. Put differently, a certain emotionality may be a component of
rationality, which I defined at the outset as suiting means to end rather than
as a particular form of ratiocination.

But we must consider why a person may become indignant not only
when his own rights are infringed but also when another person's rights are
infringed. The key is altruism (so positive altruism lies at the base of
negative altruism). This is easy to understand in the case in which the
person whose rights have been infringed is a relative or close friend. But it
is operative even when he is a stranger. For in that case the phenomenon of
"fooling the instincts" is in play and the attenuated but nonetheless positive
altruistic feelings that we have even for complete strangers engenders a
corresponding indignation if the stranger's rights are infringed.

This analysis may explain what has long puzzled moral philosophers—
why we are more indignant at the driver who runs down a child carelessly
than at the more careless driver who through sheer luck misses the child.32

The altruistic instinct is triggered in the first case but not the second. We
are hurt in the first case by the loss of the child even though it is not our
own child. There is no loss in the second case.
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The behavioralists' favorite example of how fairness can trump ratio-
nality is drawn from the "ultimatum game," `wlñcl\ is played as follows. A
is given an amount of money. He can offer as little or as much of it as he
pleases to B. If B accepts the offer, A gets to keep the rest; if B refuses,
neither gets anything. One might suppose, therefore, that however large
the stakes, A would offer only a penny, since he would expect B to accept
the offer rather than go away empty-handed. Yet in fact the A's in the
ultimatum game invariably offer the ¿ ' sa substantial fraction of the stakes.
The explanation that behavioralists give for this result is that the proposer
(A) and the respondent (B) share a concept of fairness. But this is just a
labeling of the result of the game; the process that generates it remains
mysterious.

We can make progress by viewing the game through the lens of negative
altruism. To gain anything from playing the game, the proposer has to
make an offer generous enough to induce the respondent to accept. As this
necessity exists whether or not the proposer has any sense of fairness, there
is nothing even remotely irrational—hence nothing that requires a concept
of fairness to explain—about his offering more than a penny, provided
however that he has a good reason to think that the respondent will not
accept a penny offer. So we can forget about the proposer and concentrate
on the respondent, and ask, Why won't he take a penny? (If he won't, and
the proposer knows this, the proposer will offer more; and that is what we
observe in the playing of the ultimatum game.) The likeliest reason, but
one that behavioralists resist because they do not think in evolutionary
terms, is that the offer would signal to the respondent the proposer's belief
that the respondent holds a low supposal of his own worth, that he is
grateful for scraps, that he accepts being ill-used, that he has no pride, no
sense of honor.33 This weak-spirited creature is just the type who in a
prepolitical, vengeance-based policy would have been stamped on by his
aggressive neighbors and, thus deprived of resources, have left few off-
spring. The neighbors would have trampled on his rights because they
would have known that he had no sense of having any rights and was in
any event too diffident to act in defense of them. It is from the aggressive
neighbors that most of us moderns are descended, and we reveal our pride-
ful genetic heritage in a wide variety of settings, one of which is the
ultimatum game. The game itself shows that this heritage continues to be
rational in a range of instances—it is what enables the respondents in the
ultimatum game, and their counterparts in analogous real-world situations,
to avoid complete defeat. The vengeful spirit was the basis of the nuclear
deterrent that contributed, perhaps vitally, to avoiding a world war for half
a century. It is also the basis of most reporting of crime in those situations,
which are common, in which neither the victim of the crime nor any other
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potential reporter or witness of it anticipates a selfish gain from reporting.34

I mentioned signaling, but not to suggest that the respondent in the
ultimatum game is seeking a reputation for toughness because he expects
to be playing the game again with the same proposer. That would be an
easy case for rational-choice analysis. The difficult case is where there is
no prospect of repeat play—indeed, no observation at all of the player's
moves. In that case, the response of turning down an insultingly low offer
is in a narrow sense emotional rather than rational, but in a broader sense
rational because the emotion that generates it is part of a cognitive-emo-
tional complex that enables the making of commitments that are rational
ex ante.35

The acid test of the rationality of the players in the ultimatum game
would be if the offer, though a minute percentage of the stakes, were large
in absolute terms.36 Suppose the stakes were $1 million, and the offer was
$10,000. Although the offer would be meager in relative terms (only 1
percent of the stakes), one would be surprised if many respondents refused
it. The demand of a rational person for the "goods" of pride, self-esteem,
and vengeance is not perfectly inelastic, and so as the price of these goods
rises from $10 (say) to $10,000, we can expect the amount demanded to
decline and thus more offers to be accepted.

Another focus of behavioral economics, loosely related to fairness in
representing a kind of primitive sense of entitlement, is the already men-
tioned "endowment effect." When students in an experiment are given
coffee mugs that they are free to sell to other students, few sales take place,
because the "owners" of the mugs mysteriously charge a higher selling
price than the other students are willing to pay.37 Indeed, students given the
mugs at the outset of the original experiment demanded a price roughly
twice as high as the others were willing to pay, which was why there was
very little trading even though the initial distribution was random rather
than being based on how much the students valued the mugs. But this is not
such a mystery from an evolutionary perspective. The only "rights" in
prehistoric society were possessory rights, and so people who didn't cling
to what they had would have been at a disadvantage, and maybe the out-
come of the coffee-mug experiment is a vestige of a rational adaptation to
a vanished situation.

But we do not need evolutionary theory to explain the outcome of the
coffee-mug experiment. In any bargaining situation, the potential seller (a
student who had been given a mug) is likely at first to demand a higher
price than the potential buyer is willing to offer. Bargaining proceeds until
the demand and offer cross or the parties give up. When the good in
question has a very low value, abandonment of the bargaining process
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before its completion may be common. That is why in real-life rather than
experimental settings, low-value items are usually sold at a fixed, take-it-
or-leave-it price rather than being subject to bargaining.

As we have begun to see, evolutionary biology offers the hope of a
rapprochement between rational-choice economics and behavioral eco-
nomics. This is the theme of Paul Rubin's book Darwinian Politics, to
which I have already referred, and of important work by Owen Jones.38

Rubin explains that many of the phenomena identified by the behavioralists
reflect cognitive limitations and emotional dispositions stemming from the
fact that human beings reached their current state of neurological develop-
ment in the very different conditions of life thirty or more thousand years
ago.39 He gives the important example of voting: even though, as I noted
earlier, voting in a political election is not costless (although the costs are
low) yet the benefits in terms of the probability of swinging the election are
essentially zero, many people vote. Are they irrational? One possibility,
mentioned earlier in this paper, is that voting is not perceived as an instru-
mental act, but rather is a form of consumption, perhaps most closely
analogous to applauding a performance. But Rubin suggests another possi-
bility—that individuals overestimate their likely impact on the outcome of
an election because they do not have a good intuitive sense for probabili-
ties, the reason being that in the ancestral environment the equivalent of a
"vote" (the expression of a preference) would have been cast in a setting of
very few people, where one vote could well be decisive.40 Probabilities are
a useful way of thinking about large numbers; but large numbers were not
a characteristic feature of the ancestral environment.

In like vein, commenting on our "preference for benefiting known indi-
viduals at the expense of unknown or statistical individuals," Rubin re-
marks that "in the evolutionary environment the notion of one thousand
deaths—let alone one million—was not something that could exist, or that
our ancestors could grasp. Our ancestors simply would not have known or
known about that many people,"41 and so their brains may not have devel-
oped to the point where they could handle statistical phenomena with ease.

This may also be why it is "difficult for humans to grasp the signifi-
cance of certain tragedies or of certain political practices, including geno-
cide."42 And why people do much better on the kind of tests that
behavioralists administer in an effort to demonstrate cognitive limitations
when questions are posed in terms of frequencies rather than probabili-
ties.43 It is no surprise that the most impressive findings of behavioralism
concern the difficulties that ordinary people have in assessing risks (prob-
abilities) of harm.44

(Speaking of how questions are framed, I believe that many of the
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findings of the behavioralists reflect misunderstandings rather than mis-
takes. One of the most common such findings is that when people are
asked whether they are a better than average driver, more than half say they
are. I suspect that many people asked such a question interpret "average"
to mean minimally competent.)

The more common case in which the endowment effect is observed is
where the good that one is asked to part with has been in one's possession
for a long time; and here the reluctance to part with it can be understood in
straightforward rational-choice terms.45 Any rational person who owns a
good, except the marginal owner, values it above the market price—other-
wise he would sell it. This implies that owners of the good as a class value
it more than nonowners do.

An alternative explanation draws on the idea of rational adaptive prefer-
ence. We rationally adapt to what we have, and would incur new costs to
adapt to something new. A person who is blinded in an accident must incur
costs to adapt to being blinded. But a blind person who through a doctor's
negligence fails to regain his sight has already adapted to being blind, so
his loss of (prospective) sight imposes a smaller cost than the sighted
person's loss of sight.

It may be objected that to speak of adaptive preferences violates the
rational-choice economist's normal assumption of stable preferences. But
obviously people's preferences change, so all the assumption can signify is
that ordinarily it is facile and uninteresting to explain a change in behavior
(for example, a fall in demand for some good as a result of an increase in its
relative price) by saying that peoples' preferences changed. That's like
"explaining" irrational behavior by saying that people aren't always ratio-
nal—a true statement, but not a helpful one. Rejecting the facile invocation
of preference changes doesn't place beyond the bounds of economics the
explanation for why certain undoubted preference changes do occur.46

Surveys of attitudes toward national parks and other recreational public
lands reveal what behavioralists deem dramatic endowment effects. Asked
how much money they would demand to sell their rights to use such lands,
people give much higher figures than when they are asked what they
would offer to buy the rights. This disparity need not be thought irrational.
It may reflect the remoteness of such a hypothetical transaction from our
experience with markets.47 In this respect, opinion surveys share the artifi-
ciality of behavioral experiments, the other principal source of empirical
support for behavioralist hypotheses. Or the disparity may simply reflect
the absence of close substitutes for access to national parks.48 Absence of a
close substitute implies that a good could not be replaced easily if it were
lost. So the owner demands a high price to part with it. But if he doesn't
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own it, he may be unwilling to pay much for it because he doesn't know
what he is missing; by hypothesis, nothing he owns is much like it.

Selection effects, and the closely related phenomenon of specialization,
are important here. In a modern economy the sale of goods and services
(other than labor) is to a considerable extent professionalized. Most indi-
viduals, including most respondents to opinion surveys and virtually all
university students—the principal experimental subjects of behavioral eco-
nomics, which relies much more heavily than standard economics on ex-
periments—are buyers but not sellers, and moreover are buyers from stores
and other institutions rather than, with rare exceptions, individuals. When
we have something to sell we usually sell through middlemen, such as real
estate brokers, rather than directly to the ultimate consumer. Experimental
situations in which the subjects are asked to trade with each other are
artificial, and so are surveys asking us to value national parks in pecuniary
terms, and so we cannot have much confidence that the results generalize
to real markets.

Here is another example of the importance of the difference between
hypothetical and real situations. When married people are asked the prob-
ability that they will divorce, they give very low numbers, usually around 5
percent; yet the current divorce rate is 50 percent or higher. Does this show
that people are irrationally optimistic? Not necessarily. People do not be-
have as if they really believed their probability of divorcing was low. The
rise in pre- and postnuptial agreements, the high age at first marriage, the
fact that women increasingly hedge against the risk of divorce by estab-
lishing themselves in the market before they marry, the low birth rate, the
increased incidence of pre-marital cohabitation (a kind of "trial" mar-
riage), and the low marriage rate are all responses (in part anyway) to "gut
feeling" recognition that the risk of divorce is in fact very high. Social
scientists who used the divorce estimates obtained by the behavioralists
either to predict the divorce rate or to dismiss marriage as an irrational
institution would understand modern marriage less well than social scien-
tists who model prospective spouses as rational actors.

The broader point which this example brings out is that a traditional
strength of economics is skepticism of rhetoric as an explanation of behav-
ior. It is apparent from the rhetoric of politics, advertising, and for that
matter ordinary conversation that, admittedly for reasons not well under-
stood by economists but possibly connected with the importance of lan-
guage as a signal of intentions, that speech is a good deal more moral and
conventional than behavior. The divorce example is a perfect illustration.
A person about to get married who was asked what he thought the prob-
ability of divorce was and answered 60 percent (roughly the national aver-
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age) would be thought cynical, depressed, frivolous (not taking marriage
seriously), or a pessimist. Rather than seem weird, he is likely to give the
conventional answer, which is expected; it costs him nothing.

Rhetorical conventions seem to influence and be influenced by certain
not very well understood characteristics of human subjectivity or phenom-
enology. The language in which we not only communicate with others but
communicate with ourselves, evaluating our behavior and examining our
intentions, seems poorly descriptive of that behavior, and of those inten-
tions as realized in action. Social scientists interested in predicting behav-
ior as distinct from the structure of thought and feeling are likely to be
misled if they take at face value the way in which we describe our motives
and actions to ourselves and to others.

Coming back to the coffee-mug experiment, I doubt that the outcome
illustrates anything more mysterious than the operation of habit. Habitual
behavior occurs when cost and benefit are time-dependent and cost is
negatively related to time and benefit positively related to it.49 Not only is it
cheaper to brush one's teeth after brushing has become habitual, but to stop
brushing (maybe in response to convincing evidence that it was actually
bad for one's teeth) would make one uncomfortable. Breaking a habit, like
throwing off an addiction (an extreme example of habit), causes with-
drawal symptoms, though in the case of a mere habit they usually are slight
and fleeting. Habit formation is one way in which "learning by doing"
operates; tasks are performed more quickly and with less effort when they
become habitual. If acting in accordance with the endowment effect is
rationally habitual because of the real-world examples given earlier (such
as rational adaptive preference), this may explain the outcome of the cof-
fee-mug experiment even though that outcome is irrational if habit is ig-
nored.

Habit may explain a good deal of "fair" behavior. Benjamin Franklin
famously said not that honesty is required by the moral law, but that
honesty is the best "policy." A reputation for honesty is an asset in per-
sonal and business relations, and a habit of honesty is a method of assuring
steady compliance with this policy at low cost. It resembles self-binding as
in the chocolate example. This is still another side of the voting paradox.
Because democracy depends on a certain percentage of the population
voting, failing to vote is in some quarters reprobated as uncivicminded.
People who wish to maintain a good reputation in those quarters will
therefore want to be able to tell people that they voted. It is easiest to do
this if they actually did vote, and therefore don't have to incur the costs of
lying, slight as they are (making the lie credible and avoiding its being
unmasked)—but then the costs of voting are slight too. It is no surprise that
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the incidence of voting is greatest among those who travel in circles in
which civicmindedness is valued.

Signaling and Methodology

There is a further problem with the behavioralist interpretation of the
results of the coffee-mug experiment. I pointed to signaling as a possible
explanation for the results of the ultimatum game, but dropped the sugges-
tion on the assumption that play was anonymous. Even if that assumption
is correct, the conclusion that signaling cannot possibly explain the out-
come of the game need not follow. For if the type of behavior that is the
subject of the experiments is characteristically observed by other people
rather than being anonymous, the experimental behavior may be similar as
a matter of habit or inertia. In addition, however, the assumption of ano-
nymity is questionable. Most behavioralists' descriptions of their experi-
ments do not indicate what if any efforts were made to protect the experi-
mental subjects' anonymity. Yet if a player's behavior is observed by the
teacher and by the other students, the experiment will be an occasion for
the subjects to signal the possession of traits, for example generosity in the
ultimatum game and wealth in the coffee-mug experiment (the recipient of
the mug signals by his refusal to sell it that he doesn't need money), that
may enhance his reputation with the teacher or the other students.50 The
incentive to engage in such signaling may distort the results of the experi-
ment. When the students in the coffee-mug experiment were given tokens
redeemable in cash, rather than mugs, there was no reluctance to trade. The
difference in outcomes may be explained by reluctance to sell a consumer
good (the mugs) in response to a small increase in price, because willing-
ness to sell would signal an elastic demand and hence that the person is not
affluent.

Loewenstein and Issacharoff added the following twist in their version
of the coffee-mug experiment: whether one received the mug depended on
how well one scored on a short test administered at the beginning of their
experiment.51 When it was the low scorers who received the mugs, they did
not value them any more highly than the high scorers who did not receive
them. But when it was the high scorers who received the mugs they valued
them much more highly than the low-scoring nonreceivers did. The signal-
ing interpretation of these results is that when received by low scorers the
mugs were in the nature of booby prizes,, and this lowered their value
because possession of them conveyed a negative signal; it marked the
possessor as a low scorer. The low scorers would have been eager to part
with this symbol of their poor performance on the test.

In a well-known paper, Richard Thaler presents several cases that he
says falsify the predictions of rational-choice economics, yet all can be
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seen to involve signaling. The first case is that of Mr. R, who "bought a
case of good wine in the late '5O's for about $5 a bottle. A few years later
his wine merchant offered to buy the wine back for $100 a bottle. He
refused, although he has never paid more than $35 for a bottle of wine."52

Thaler thinks that R's reaction is due to the endowment effect, but a more
plausible explanation is that R wants others to view him as being well-to-
do and having high opportunity costs of time. A professional wine trader
would be proud to make a large profit by selling the wine at a high price.
But R is a consumer, who by refusing the high offer of $100 signals that he
can afford to consume the wine even though it (opportunity) costs him that
much to do so. He also signals that he is too busy to be bothered by such a
trivial matter as returning a bottle of wine to the dealer in order to get $100,
while his unwillingness to pay more than $35 a bottle signals not poverty
but a disdain for hedonistic consumption. By signaling affluence, busy-
ness, and frugality, he makes himself a more attractive potential transact-
ing partner, whether in markets or in personal interactions.

Thaler's second example, again offered to show the operation of the
endowment effect, is that of Mr. H, who "mows his own lawn. His neighbor's
son would mow it for $8. He [Mr. H] wouldn't mow his neighbor's same-
sized lawn for $20."53 Indeed, very few people would consider asking a
neighbor or colleague to mow their lawn or clean their house for money.
Such a request would signal a belief that the neighbor or colleague is so
necessitous, or perhaps so lacking in pride or self-esteem—or so greedy—
that he is willing to perform low-status work. In other words, the offer
conveys a negative signal about the offeree. It is insulting, and will be
resented, and so will not be made unless the offeror wants to insult the
offeree.

Context is all-important here. Many teenagers do mow lawns for money
and so it would not be rude to inquire whether a neighborhood teen would
do yardwork. Few teenagers, even those possessing considerable status
within their cohort, are able to find part-time, high-paying, prestigious
jobs, and even if his parents are wealthy the teenager may be expected to
work so as to learn to shoulder responsibilities or earn pocket money to
buy things his parents refuse to buy for him. As it is already assumed by
everyone that the teenager is not a high-class worker, a proposal that he do
yardwork is not a challenge to his status and therefore is not offensive and
likewise, of course, if the proposal is to a person known to make his living
as a yard worker. Also different is asking your neighbor or colleague to do
something for you as a "favor," for here the signal is that he is altruistic,
not that he is poor, desperate, or lacking in a sense of self-worth.

Thaler gives a third example of what he considers irrational behavior:
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Two survey questions: (a) Assume you have been exposed to a disease which if

contracted leads to a quick and painless death within a week. The probability that

you have the disease is 0.001. What is the maximum you would be willing to pay for

a cure? (b) Suppose volunteers were needed for research on the above disease. All

that would be required is that you expose yourself to a 0.001 chance of contracting

the disease. What is the minimum payment you would require to volunteer for this

program? (You would not be allowed to purchase the cure.)54

The typical response to (a) is only $200 but to (b) is $10,000, and Thaler
again ascribes the difference to the endowment effect. With students as
experimental subjects, there may well be a liquidity effect that would
explain the difference; but a more interesting interpretation is that being
deliberately exposed to a disease (b) is degrading. It resembles experi-
ments on laboratory animals, prisoners of war, and inmates of prisons and
insane asylums—all "persons" of low status. There is no comparable con-
notation to refusing to purchase an expensive cure. So while the probabil-
ity of death is the same in (a) and (b), the latter involves an additional cost,
that of emitting a negative signal about one's status.

Thaler gives an example of how regret can induce irrational reactions.
"Mr. A is waiting in line at a movie theater. When he gets to the ticket
window he is told that as the 100,000th customer of the theater he has just
won $100. Mr. B is waiting in line at a different theater. The man in front
of him wins $ 1,000 for being the 1,000,000th customer of the theater. Mr B
wins $150. Would you rather be Mr. A or Mr. B?"55 Some people, accord-
ing to Thaler, choose to be Mr. A and Thaler's explanation is that "the
knowledge that he just missed winning causes regret to Mr. B."56 Signaling
again provides an alternative explanation. Mr. A is a winner; Mr. B is a
loser who received a large booby prize. Although no accomplishments are
involved in this particular example, being a winner draws attention to
oneself and may create a reputation for being lucky. An even clearer ex-
ample is a competition of ability or skill. The fastest runner receives more
status from being Number One than from being faster by some particular
number of seconds than the second-best runner. Rank order, because it
conveys the essential information so efficiently (which is why many pro-
spective employers would prefer to know a candidate's class rank than his
grade-point average), can have a value in itself that a small sum of money
cannot equal.

Signaling is to someone and therefore in experimental settings, where
the reaction of the professor and the other students to any signals conveyed
by the subject's response could be important, the degree of anonymity may
affect the outcome. Few experiments control for this possibility. Most are
"anonymous" only in the sense that the answers that the experimental
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subjects give to the questions they are asked are not publicly announced.
Most take place in a single class period and are discussed by the students
and professor afterward, and in those discussions the veil must often slip.
Since the items traded or not traded in these experiments are usually worth
only a few dollars but the opinions of the professor and fellow students are
likely to matter greatly to each student, it is plausible that the students
would demonstrate some degree of self-consciousness in their answers and
hence that the answers would be likely to contain a signaling component.
The prospect of future classroom discussions or informal chats between
students after the experiment can affect the students' responses even if the
responses were completely anonymous when made. For example, if some-
body claimed to have answered a question in a certain way but classroom
discussion revealed that all the answers given fell in a different range, the
lie would be unmasked.

In an experiment on the endowment effect using lottery tickets rather
than coffee mugs,57 the experimenters found to their surprise that the tick-
ets generally traded for much higher prices than the expected payoff. But a
follow-up survey revealed that the students had been anxious to participate
in the lottery because the "social pleasure of participating in the lottery
with the group outweighed the value of the prize."58 If social influence has
such a large effect on the value of the stakes, it is plausible that signaling, a
form of social interaction, could also explain much of the seemingly irra-
tional behavior of the experimental subjects. A student in one experiment
asked "Is this 'Candid Camera'?" and a student involved in a study that
was much like the coffee mug one but involved pens instead said "I feel
silly waiting around to exchange one pen for another for just a shekel [a
small unit of Israeli currency], but it seems to be the 'correct' thing to
do."59 It is "silly" to sit around for a long time to make a small transaction
because it signals low opportunity costs of time.

A recent study tested for the effects of anonymity by rerunning experi-
ments using double-blind procedures to eliminate the possibility of cuing
by the experimenter. Sure enough, the results showed a marked, indeed a
dramatic, diminution in behavior motivated by a sense of fairness.60

The interpretive problem created when experimental subjects lack com-
plete confidence in their anonymity is acutely presented by a recent study
of undergraduates' view of whether lying is a good or a bad thing.61 Under-
graduates would be concerned that if the experiment were not truly anony-
mous, they would be revealing untrustworthiness and harming their ca-
reers if they failed to condemn lying.

The ultimatum game, as we saw, tests for the influence of altruism and
concepts of fairness on the behavior of the experimental subjects and
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likewise the "dictator" game. The players in that game are told to divide a
sum with another person, as in "if you get $10, how would you split it with
another subject in a different classroom?" A high fraction of the "dicta-
tors" give the other player a nontrivial fraction of the stakes and in the
ultimatum game the fractions are even higher, the difference being ex-
plained by reference to the offeror's concern that the offeree will reject a
highly unfavorable split because he will consider it "unfair" (there is no
similar concern in the dictator game, because the dictator's share does not
depend on the response of the other player to the dictator's "offer"). The
difference can be explained without reference to "fairness." An individual
who gives something voluntarily, as in the dictator game, signals that he is
an altruist or at least that he cares whether others think he is an altruist,62

while a small offer in the ultimatum game not only signifies a lack of
altruism (or lack of caring about being thought an altruist) but also is an
offensive challenge to the offeree's status. Knowing that acceptance of the
penny offer will convey a negative signal about the offeree, the offeror will
fear rejection and will therefore have an incentive, quite apart from his
own signaling motives, to make a much more generous offer. By refusing
the ungenerous offer the offeree is also signaling his affluence. The price
of signaling pride, self-esteem, or related personal characteristics by such a
refusal is forgoing the money offered by the offeror. The wealthier the
offeree, the higher his marginal rate of substitution of nonpecuniary for
pecuniary goods.

There is experimental evidence that the degree of anonymity affects the
outcome of the dictator game.63 The more anonymous the game, the smaller
the "dictator's" gift. This result supports the signaling hypothesis, as does
the accidental finding in the same study that in an experiment in which a
high degree of anonymity was supposed to be guaranteed by requiring
each "dictator" to place his gift in a sealed envelope, many students did not
do so and their choice was not random. "There was a pronounced tendency
for those leaving no money to seal their envelope, and for those leaving
positive amounts of money to not seal their envelopes."64 In like vein it has
been found that "if fairness is a social norm guiding distribution behaviour,
it needs monitoring, i.e., it can prevail only in environments where behav-
ior is observable."65 Another study found that anonymity increases the
willingness of offerees in the ultimatum game to accept the offering player's
"ultimatum."66

All this is not to deny that altruism, and not just a desire to be thought an
altruist, is at work in the dictator and ultimatum games. Rational-choice
theorists accept that altruism is a common argument in people's utility
functions. Especially when the players in the ultimatum or dictator game
are students in the same class, acquainted with each other and to some
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extent, at least, friends, or when the prospective offerees are traditional
objects of charity,67 we would expect a degree of altruistic behavior even if
none of the players had, as posited by the behavioralists, a concept of
"fairness." But we also expect the tendency to engage in such behavior to
be amplified by the benefits for one's reputation of appearing to be gener-
ous and trustworthy.68

It has been claimed that "the outcomes of ultimatum, dictatorship and
many other bargaining games have more to do with manners than [with]
altruism" because by turning down small offers the respondents in the
ultimatum game show that they are not altruistic toward the offeror.69 I
agree that altruism is not the complete explanation for these outcomes, but
not because there is any contradiction between the behavior of the "dicta-
tors" in the dictator game and the behavior of the respondents in the ulti-
matum game. Only saints are altruistic toward people who insult or other-
wise mistreat them. Hence we are not surprised that, as I noted earlier,
respondents in the ultimatum game do not turn down stingy offers when
they know that the offer is made by a computer,70 since there is neither a
revenge motive nor a signaling motive for rejecting such an offer. Notice
also that the "revenger" who turns down the small offer in order to keep
offerors "honest" is a kind of altruist; his self-sacrificing behavior contrib-
utes to the maintenance of an efficient social order. All this has nothing to
do with "manners," a term that connotes an unthinking reflex based on
early training or "culture" and remote from considerations of self-interest.

Nonexperimental Empirical Studies of Behavioral Phenomena

I have been emphasizing experimental and survey results, but they do
not entirely exhaust the empirical evidence marshaled by the behavioralists
against nonbehavioral economics. An example of real-world behavior that
behavioralists point to is the phenomenon of criminals' hyperbolic dis-
counting of future punishments. I explained earlier why I don't consider
hyperbolic discounting necessarily inconsistent with rationality, but even
if it is, the behavioralists' analysis is unconvincing.

A peculiarity of criminal punishment, when it takes the form of impris-
onment, which is the standard form it does take in this country, is that a
reduction in its probability cannot easily be offset by an increase in its
severity. The only way to increase severity is to add prison time at the end
of the criminal's sentence. If the sentence is already long, any increments
of length will have little weight in the criminal's calculations, simply
because of ordinary, not hyperbolic, discounting. For example, lengthen-
ing a prison sentence from 20 to 25 years will increase its disutility (in
"present value" terms, that is, as reckoned by the defendant when he is
deciding whether to commit a criminal act that would expose him to such a
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punishment) by much less than 25 percent; at a discount rate of 10 percent,
the increase will be only about 6 percent.

But I am willing to grant that many criminals are hyperbolic discounters
rather than merely ordinary discounters. Indeed I think it likely. For we
must consider the selection effects of a criminal punishment system. If it is
designed to deter, then criminals—which is to say, the part of the popula-
tion that is not deterred—will not be a random draw from the population.
We can expect the undeterrable to have peculiar traits, including, in a
system in which punishment takes the form of imprisonment, an abnormal
indifference to future consequences. Most criminals are not very intelli-
gent and this may make it hard for them to imagine future pains. This does
not show that a criminal justice system should be designed on the assump-
tion that the population of potential criminals, the people we think we can
deter from becoming actual criminals, is dominated by hyperbolic dis-
counters.

What is true is that any personal discount rate71 higher than necessary to
adjust for the risk of death is suspect from the narrowest rational-choice
standpoint, as it implies an arbitrary preference for present over future
consumption. But this presentist orientation can be profitably analyzed in
terms of rational choice, as I suggested earlier, either through the concept
of multiple selves (the present self is in control of a person's present
actions, and disvalues the welfare of the person's future selves) or because
of information costs that make it difficult to imagine our state of mind in
the future.72

Selection effects also explain some at least of the phenomenon of over-
optimism (the "winner's curse"). People are more likely to want to enter an
activity if they think they will do well in it. But the competition among
such people will reduce the likelihood of success, so that viewed ex post
their original expectations will seem inflated.

A better example of an apparent departure from rationality is that of
mandated childbirth health insurance. A careful study found that the wages
of the workers covered by the insurance fell by the full cost of the cover-
age.73 This implies that the workers valued the coverage at its full cost74

even though, before it was imposed, they did not value it that highly, since
if they had, the employer would have provided it voluntarily. The implica-
tion is that the coverage changed the workers' preferences; something they
didn't like before they had it they did like once they got it, just as in the
case of the coffee mugs.

But there is again a selection problem—or rather two such problems.
Women planning to have children will be attracted to employments in
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which childbirth insurance is available,75 thus competing down wages.
And, given the insurance, women will be more likely to have children, and
this will make them less productive and lower their wages. The author of
the study speculates that the insurance may have resulted in an excessive
number of caesarean sections76—indicating a thoroughly rational reaction
by the women and the medical profession to the availability of a new
funding source for obstetrical procedures.

Not the study itself, which does not mention behavioral economics, but
the attempt to make it a poster child for behavioral economics, arbitrarily
combines the premises of behavioral economics with those of rational-
choice economics. The behavioralist construal necessarily assumes that
employees are governed in their employment behavior by the endowment
effect, but also that if before the childbirth insurance was mandatory em-
ployees had valued it at or above its cost, employers would have offered it
without any prodding by government. The fact that they did not is taken to
imply that the employees did not value it at more than its cost. But this is to
assume that before the law was passed, employers and employees alike
were perfectly rational. It is true that until then the endowment effect was
not in play. But the endowment effect is only one of a number of irratio-
nalities that behavioralists believe pervade labor markets. Why were none
of them operating before the imposition of mandatory childbirth insur-
ance?

Ward Farnsworth has found that parties to lawsuits do not recontract
after the plaintiff has succeeded in obtaining an injunction.77 The study is
based on a sample of only 20 cases, which is too small to be statistically
significant. If that point is put to to one side, along with the fact that if the
courts in his study "got it right"—that is, granted injunctions only in cases
in which the plaintiff had more to gain from the injunction than the defen-
dant had to lose from it—there would be no basis for a subsequent renego-
tiation, Farnsworth's study suggests that once people have received a court
judgment they are irrationally unwilling to negotiate with the opposing
party. If so, this may seem to demonstrate the endowment effect operating
at the heart of the legal system. But in fact it is not unusual for parties to
settle a case after judgment in the trial court, rather than take their chances
with an appeal.78 And if a case that has become final through exhaustion of
appellate remedies could have been settled, because the remedy sought by
the plaintiff would cost the defendant more than it would benefit the plain-
tiff, the case would have been settled earlier—at the latest after the judg-
ment in the trial court and before the appeal. Farnsworth's findings vindi-
cate rather than challenge rationality. Had the parties waited until all ap-
peal rights had been exhausted before working out the value-maximizing
resolution of their dispute—if final judgments turned out to be the prelimi-
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nary to negotiations that undid them—it would mean that the parties had
irrationally failed to economize on their expenses of litigation.

In support of the claim that the availability heuristic has given rise to
"legislation by anecdote," Jolls and her coauthors offer their own anec-
dote, about how the highly publicized rash of illnesses of people living
near Love Canal gave rise to the Superfund law: "The behavioral account
of Superfund is that the availability of 'Love Canal' as a symbol for the
problem of abandoned hazardous waste dumps greatly intensified public
concern, to the point where a legislative response became nearly inevi-
table, no matter what the actual facts might be."79 It is unclear what this
narrative, plausible though it is, owes to behavioral economics or to any
other organized body of thought.

They cite a study which hypothesized that each side in teacher collec-
tive-bargaining negotiations, in seeking to bolster its negotiating position
with data on teachers' wages in comparable communities, would "adopt
self-serving judgments about which communities are 'comparable,' and
impasses may result from such judgments."80 This is no more surprising
than that each side in a lawsuit will make self-serving judgments about
which cases provide the closest analogies to the case at hand or which facts
are most probative. It is no answer that the strategic incentive to make self-
serving judgments was eliminated in the collective-bargaining study by
the fact that the only audience for the responses in the study was the
study's authors. Negotiators are unlikely to drop their (rational) biases
when talking to professors, especially since they may lack confidence that
their disclosures will remain confidential.

Jolls and her coauthors offer as examples of the operation of "fairness"
thinking in the law usury laws; the avoidance of price gouging, which is
not a legal imposition but a presumably compensated buffer of the risks
faced by customers; and laws against ticket scalping, which are in force in
fewer than half the states and which coexist mysteriously with laws per-
mitting ticket brokers to buy in bulk from the theater and resell at "scalp-
ers" prices. These are all claimed to be cases in which sellers are reined in
from charging what the market will bear by a concept of fairness.

Usury laws do not support the claim, because there is no "reference
point" interest rate and therefore no benchmark for triggering the sense of
indignation that is the relevant component of the behavioralists' concept of
fairness. Lenders do not typically refuse to lend to risky borrowers at
above-market rates, whatever exactly "market" means in this context. Banks
quote a prime rate, but not necessarily the same rate, to their best custom-
ers and charge everyone else—that is, the riskier borrowers—more. (All a
"prime rate" means is the bank's best interest rate.) Mortgage lenders
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charge varying numbers of points. Bonds, a form of loan, are rated for risk,
and the lower-rated bonds pay higher interest rates without anyone crying
"usury!" Credit card interest is much higher than bank-loan interest. Long-
term interest rates usually differ from short-term rates. Interest rates on
secured loans are lower than those on unsecured loans. Interest rates fluc-
tuate with inflation, and of course with the demand for and the supply of
capital. Even in consumer credit transactions, the focus of modern usury
laws, there is no uniformity in interest rates, as many of my examples
show. And can these laws have any effect today, when one considers that
credit card and installment credit interest rates often approach 20 percent
yet are perfectly lawful?

What is true is that if a borrower has a really high risk of default, there
may be no interest rate that will make the loan worthwhile to either lender
or borrower. This is especially likely because the higher the interest rate,
the greater the risk of default, since an interest rate is a fixed rather than a
variable cost of the borrower. This is why the riskiest loans and resulting
astronomical interest rates are the domain of the loan shark, who, facing an
unusually high risk of default, employs the threat of force in lieu of the
milder remedies that are all that are available to the legal lender.

The same concept of fairness that is said to explain usury laws, price-
gouging laws, and ticket-scalping laws is also said to explain laws forbid-
ding prostitution and refusing to enforce surrogate-motherhood contracts,
laws forbidding the sale of body parts and political votes, and laws refus-
ing to enforce the contracting around of laws against race and sex. This is a
heterogeneous collection of laws indeed, and to refer them to "pervasive
judgments about fairness"81 is not to explain them. Behavioralists must
explain what all these laws have in common, must give some form and
content to their idea of "fairness," and must consider more carefully the
possibility of competing explanations for the laws, such as that they serve
politically powerful special interests or are a product of misunderstandings
unrelated to any of the three "boundeds." For example, limits on adoption
prices are supported by nonprofit adoption agencies, which are concerned
about competition from profit-making adoption agencies, and by public
ignorance of the consequences of price ceilings.

There have been other efforts to explain legal rules as responses to the
insights of behavioralism. An article on cognitive biases of judges argues
that Rule 407 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, which forbids use of
subsequent remedial measures as evidence that the accident which they
would have prevented was caused by the defendant's negligence, and the
common law rule that compliance with custom is a defense to medical
malpractice, are both designed to combat hindsight bias.82 This is implau-
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sible. The obvious office of Rule 407, and the justification traditionally
offered for it, is to enhance safety by removing the disincentive to taking
corrective measures that would exist if the taking of those measures could
be used to show that the failure to take them earlier had been negligence.
As for the defense of custom, the logic of the behavioralist argument is that
compliance with custom should be a defense in all negligence cases; noth-
ing in behavioralism suggests that it be confined to medical malpractice.

Normative Implications of Behavioralism

I have been focusing on the significance of behavioral economics for
positive analysis, but I wish to consider briefly its possible normative
implications. On the one hand, the picture of the human being that
behavioralists draw is one of unstable preferences and (what turns out to be
related) infinite manipulability. If you give a worker childbirth coverage,
she'll like it (endowment effect); but if you don't give it to her, she'll
dislike it (more precisely, won't want to pay for it in lower wages). If you
force her to take an HIV test, she'll thank you afterwards, even though she
fought kicking and screaming against having to take it. If you describe the
threat of breast cancer to a woman in one way, she'll want a mammogram,
but if you describe it in another although logically equivalent way, she
won't. It seems then that the politically insulated corps of experts that
many behavioralists (especially law professors) favor would be charged
with determining the populace's authentic preferences, which sounds to-
talitarian to me. On the other hand, nothing in the behavioralist analysis
exempts "experts" from the cognitive quirks, from weakness of will, or
from concerns with fairness. The expert, too, is behavioral man. Behav-
ioral man behaves in unpredictable ways. Dare we vest responsibility for
curing irrationality in the irrational? Have we then a standoff?

I do not contend that the alternative to the behavioralist picture of man is
a simple-minded libertarianism or individualism which claims that leaving
people "free to choose" will always yield optimal results because people
are always competent judges of their self-interest. Rather there is a spec-
trum of competence depending on the nature of the choice to be made. A
policy of freedom to choose works best in giving people what they want in
areas in which people have clear preferences, the preferences vary across
individuals so that it is hard for the government to ascertain them, mapping
from choice to utility is easy, the cost of obtaining the information neces-
sary to make a sensible choice is low, and it is difficult for a stranger to
determine one's preference or how a particular choice will achieve it. The
rational-choice economist need not be dogmatic about what choices to
leave to the individual and what choices to assign to government.

One might have thought that behavioral economics had at least one
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clear normative implication: that efforts should be made through education
and perhaps psychiatry to cure the cognitive quirks and weakness of will
that prevent people from acting rationally with no offsetting gains. Even if
as I believe the sunk-costs fallacy has biological roots, it should not be
impossible to educate people out of it. Behavior therapy has enabled many
people to overcome their fear of flying, which I suspect has more tenacious
biological roots. Behavioralists treat the irrationalities that form the sub-
ject matter of behavioral economics as unalterable constituents of human
personality. Their suggestions for legal reform are of devices for getting
around, rather than dispelling, our irrational tendencies.

Consider Professor Rachlinski's reply to an article by Robert Hillman
critical of the behavioralist approach.83 Rachlinski argues for a behavioralist
interpretation of the rule of contract law that penalty clauses are unenforce-
able: parties to contracts are excessively optimistic about their ability to
perform and therefore underestimate the probability of having actually to
pay the penalty for nonperformance. Even if the psychological premise is
correct, that people are prone to overoptimism, the conclusion does not
follow, at least with regard to enterprises (a qualification that Rachlinski
does not suggest). The problem is self-correcting, without need for legal
doctrine. Enterprises that find themselves paying heavy penalties for fail-
ure to perform their contracts will either be driven out of business or refuse
to agree to penalty clauses in their contracts. Rachlinksi's failure even to
consider this possibility is symptomatic of a general failure of behavioral
law and economics to generate feasible proposals for legal reform.
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